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Abstract: Artist The selection of point of view in picture making for children’s book, apart from its positive usage especially for better transmission of painters, contexts and massages to children, has different sorts which with a scientific recognition we can open new ways into children’s world and from this ways we can develop painter, s works quality. In this essay that has been done in descriptive-analytic method, types of points of view including, opposite, blending, limpid looking, up, down, far, near and rotation have been analyzed. Besides, children's book painter in Iran (grope A) has been analyzed. However the point of view in picture making has different sorts but children in their paintings just focus on three types of them containing opposite, blending and limpid looking. therefore it, s necessary to focus on children, s views and his imaginary world from children, s book. This essay has been prepared to gain access to these purposes.
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